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Polyplploidization of glia in neural development links tissue growth to blood–brain barrier integrity
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Proper development requires coordination in growth of the cell types composing an organ. Many plant and animal cells are polyploid, but how these polyploid tissues contribute to organ growth is not well understood. We found the Drosophila melanogaster subperineurial glia (SPG) to be polyploid, and ploidy is coordinated with brain mass. Inhibition of SPG polyploidy caused rupture of the septate junctions necessary for the blood–brain barrier. Thus, the increased SPG cell size resulting from polyploidization is required to maintain the SPG envelope surrounding the growing brain. Polyploidization likely is a conserved strategy to coordinate tissue growth during organogenesis, with potential vertebrate examples.
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The coordination of growth between different tissues is crucial to achieve proper development and is particularly important during organogenesis. The growth of distinct tissues forming an organ must be scaled to size, but it is not clear how this is attained. Tissue growth can be controlled by regulation of cell division, apoptosis, or cell size (Crickmore and Mann 2008; Breuninger and Lenhard 2010). Although increased cell size can be achieved via accumulation of cell mass during growth of diploid cells, increased cell size often is produced during development via polyploidization (Edgar and Orr-Weaver 2001; Lee et al. 2009). In plants, the size of many structures such as trichomes and root hairs is dictated by the ploidy of progenitor cells. Larval growth in Drosophila melanogaster is the result of increased ploidy of most larval organs. In vertebrates, polyploidization of the megakaryocytes and trophoblasts ensures the cells are large enough for their functions in platelet production and the placental barrier, respectively (Edgar and Orr-Weaver 2001; Lee et al. 2009).

How overall ploidy is determined is not known, and it is not understood how the sizes of polyploid tissue layers are scaled with proliferating diploid cells in organogenesis.

One mechanism by which cells polyploidize is via a modified cell cycle, termed the endocycle, in which DNA replication alternates with an intervening unique gap phase without mitosis or cell division (Smith and Orr-Weaver 1991). This process, also termed endoreplication or endoreduplication, does not require the mitotic regulators. Although the endocycle is used throughout Drosophila larval tissues and plants, and in vertebrates, some polyploid tissues undergo some aspects of mitosis. Mammalian hepatocytes undergo mitosis and nuclear division but not cytokinesis (Styles 1993), resulting in multinucleated polyploid cells. In megakaryocytes, anaphase A but not anaphase B occurs, giving rise to polyploid cells with a single nucleus (Nagata et al. 1997). Here, we refer to these cell cycle variations as endomitosis.

Potential developmental roles for polyploidy in the nervous system are largely unexplored. The nervous system is made up mainly of two types of cells: neurons and glia. In the Drosophila nervous system (Fig. 1A), the glia are likely to be polyploid, as large glia cells with large nuclei have been observed (Banerjee and Bhat 2007; Silies et al. 2007; Stork et al. 2008). Nuclear size and ploidy are tightly linked (Edgar and Orr-Weaver 2001), suggesting that the observed cells could be polyploid. Consistent with this idea, Prokop and Technau (1991) observed that a population of glia undergoes endoreplication. However, the extent and the function of polyploidy in glia cells are not well understood.

Here, we report that the subperineurial glia (SPG) are polyploid and that polyploidy is critical for the maintenance of the blood–brain barrier. We propose that polyploidy in the SPG plays an important role to increase cell size to maintain the integrity of the blood–brain barrier as the underlying neuronal mass increases during larval brain development.

Results and Discussion

The SPG are polyploid

To identify polyploid glia cells, we examined the DNA content of fixed adult Drosophila brain samples in which nervous system development was complete (Technau 2008). We observed that a fraction of nuclei had high amounts of DNA and was positive for the glia-specific Repo protein (Xiong et al. 1994), consistent with some glia nuclei being polyploid (Supplemental Fig. 1A). To verify the ploidy of glia cells, we carried out FACS of nuclei from repo>gal4/+;UAS>gfp PL/+ larval brains, a marking system in which the yeast GAL4 activator drives expression of nuclear GFP in all glia. When compared with the UAS>gfp PL/+ control sample, the GFP-positive nuclei FACs profile from the repo>gal4/+;UAS>gfp PL/+ nuclei was enriched for 4C (twice the diploid genomic content), and peaks of higher DNA content were present (Supplemental Fig. 1B). This indicated that a subpopulation of glia is polyploid. The position of the aforementioned polyploid glia on the exterior of the brain lobes suggested that they were SPG. The SPG envelop the neurons and form a seal through their septate junctions, the Drosophila equivalent of tight junctions, which constitute the blood–brain barrier (Fig. 1A; Stork et al. 2008; Desalvo et al. 2011; Hatan et al. 2011).
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Both endoreplication and endomitosis contribute to SPG polyplody

To analyze the mechanism by which the SPG polyploidize, as well as the developmental timing, we asked whether any cell division occurs in the SPG during larval development. This was addressed by [1] marking the boundaries of the SPG cells with a Neurexin IV::GFP fusion protein that localizes to septate junctions [Edenfeld et al. 2006], [2] specifically labeling the SPG nuclei via moody::gal4-driven GFP\textsuperscript{PLS}, and [3] counting cell number during development [Supplemental Movie 1A,B]. The number of SPG cells in the brain lobe stayed constant throughout larval development, with 13.76 ± 0.9 and 13.83 ± 0.7 cells for first and third instar larvae, respectively. This result indicated that brain lobe SPG do not undergo cytokinesis during larval development.

We next monitored when DNA replication occurred in the SPG by using the nucleotide analog EdU to label brains that expressed SPG-specific GFP\textsuperscript{PLS} (Fig. 2A–C). SPG initiated DNA replication within 20 h of larval hatching from the embryo [Supplemental Table 1]. The percent of SPG undergoing S phase varied between regions of the nervous system for each developmental time point, with replication continuing longest in the VNC [Supplemental Table 1]. Unexpectedly, in addition to the polyploid mononucleate SPG, we also observed multinucleate polyploid cells in the brain lobes [Fig. 2D,E]. Thirty percent of SPG were

To test whether the observed polyploid glia were SPG, we specifically labeled SPG using GAL4 under the control of the regulatory elements for moody, a gene encoding G protein-coupled receptors expressed specifically in the SPG, to drive nuclear GFP\textsuperscript{PLS} via the SPG-specific moody driver. A high DNA content (DAPI, red) is seen in GFP-marked SPG nuclei (outlined by nuclear envelope component lamin, green), compared with the DNA content of the diploid neuronal nuclei marked by ELAV (arrows). (C) Scatter plot showing the mean and 95% confidence interval of SPG ploidy at different locations in the nervous system. Each data point is total ploidy from one cell. [Y-axis] C value; [X-axis] category of SPG. In the VNC, the thoracic SPG are larger and have up to twofold higher ploidy than the abdominal SPG.

Both endoreplication and endomitosis contribute to SPG polyplody

To analyze the mechanism by which the SPG polyploidize, as well as the developmental timing, we asked whether any cell division occurs in the SPG during larval development. This was addressed by [1] marking the boundaries of the SPG cells with a Neurexin IV::GFP fusion protein that localizes to septate junctions [Edenfeld et al. 2006], [2] specifically labeling the SPG nuclei via moody::gal4-driven GFP\textsuperscript{PLS}, and [3] counting cell number during development [Supplemental Movie 1A,B]. The number of SPG cells in the brain lobe stayed constant throughout larval development, with 13.76 ± 0.9 and 13.83 ± 0.7 cells for first and third instar larvae, respectively. This result indicated that brain lobe SPG do not undergo cytokinesis during larval development.

We next monitored when DNA replication occurred in the SPG by using the nucleotide analog EdU to label brains that expressed SPG-specific GFP\textsuperscript{PLS} (Fig. 2A–C). SPG initiated DNA replication within 20 h of larval hatching from the embryo [Supplemental Table 1]. The percent of SPG undergoing S phase varied between regions of the nervous system for each developmental time point, with replication continuing longest in the VNC [Supplemental Table 1]. Unexpectedly, in addition to the polyploid mononucleate SPG, we also observed multinucleate polyploid cells in the brain lobes [Fig. 2D,E]. Thirty percent of SPG were
mononucleated, compared with 70% multinucleated (n = 25) in the brain, whereas in the ventral cord and PNS, all of the polyploid SPG were mononucleate. The presence of multinucleate SPG in the brain lobes predicted that mitosis occurred in these cells. This was tested by staining with an antibody against the mitosis-specific marker phosphorylated histone H3 (PH3). In this experiment, the SPG were labeled with a histone H1: YFP fusion protein expressed solely in the SPG, permitting the cells to be identified even after nuclear envelope breakdown [Pinnola et al. 2007]. Mitotic figures were observed in the brain lobe SPG (Fig. 2F–K, Supplemental Table 2). These multiple mitotic nuclei were present within single cells and frequently were connected by chromosome bridges, a hallmark of defective DNA replication and/or abnormal chromosome segregation [Fig. 2L–N, Strunnikov 2010]. Chromosome bridges were detected in five out of 18 brains examined. Taken together, these developmental studies show that the SPG do not increase in cell number during larval development, but rather become polyploid. In the VNC and PNS, this appears to occur solely by the endocycle, whereas in the brain lobe, many SPG do nuclear division but not cytokinesis. The reason for these regional differences in the SPG remains to be determined.

SPG polyploidy is required for a functional blood–brain barrier

We examined whether increased ploidy was required for SPG function by ablating DNA replication in the SPG during the period of endoreplication and endomitosis. To achieve this, we specifically depleted the cells for a protein required for the initiation of DNA replication: the Cdt1/Dup component of the prereplication complex at replication origins [Whittaker et al. 2000; Bell and Dutta 2002]. We decreased cdt1/dup in the SPG by driving expression of UAS>cdt1(dup) dsRNA via the transgene moody>gal4(II). We verified that the cdt1(dup)RNAi knockdown was effective, judged by undetectable levels of Dup in the SPG (n = 72) and decreased EdU incorporation in the cdt1(dup)-ablated SPG compared with the control (n = 120) (Fig. 3A). Consistent with the relationship between ploidy and cell size, inhibition of polyploidy in the SPG resulted in a cell size decrease (Fig. 4B).

A key function of the SPG is to ensure the blood–brain barrier, maintained by septate (tight) junctions between the SPG [Stork et al. 2008; Hatan et al. 2011]. The blood–brain barrier is necessary for ionic homeostasis between the brain and the hemolymph [Banerjee and Bhat 2011]. To ask whether SPG polyploidy is required for the function of the blood–brain barrier, we performed dye injection assays [Bainton et al. 2005; Schwabe et al. 2005] on animals in which polyploidization of the SPG was blocked. For these experiments, three different drivers were used for cdt1(dup)RNAi in the SPG: moody>gal4 (II), moody>gal4 (III), and MZ97>gal4. Tetrarhodamine dextran (10 kDa) dye was injected into the body cavity of the larvae, and dye penetration into the brain was examined. In the cdt1(dup)RNAi uninduced control as well as in the three SPG drivers alone, the dye did not penetrate the blood–brain barrier [Fig. 3B]. In contrast, when polyploidization was reduced by ablation of cdt1(dup) specifically in the SPG, dye penetration was detectable as fluorescence around the neuroblasts and outlining the neuropil [Fig. 3B, quantified in Supplemental Table 3]. The dye penetration defect was observed with all three SPG-specific GAL4 driver lines in combination with UAS>cdt1(dup)RNAI [Fig. 3B], arguing that this defect is due to the loss of cdt1(dup) function and is not caused by the insertion of the SPG GAL4 driver in the genome.

We then asked whether septate junctions themselves were defective. The patterns of the septate junction components Neurexin IV [NrxIV] [Baumgartner et al. 1996] and Discs Large [Dlg] [Woods and Bryant 1991] were abnormal in all of the brain samples with cdt1(dup)-ablated SPG (n = 97 [NrxIV and Dlg] in MZ97>gal4/+; UAS>cdt1(dup)RNAI/+; n = 57 [NrxIV] and n = 35 [Dlg] in moody>gal4(II)+; UAS>cdt1(dup)RNAI/+; Fig. 3C). Disruption of septate junctions by reduction of polyploidization was confirmed by inhibiting DNA replication via an alternate method: pcna RNAi in the SPG (Supplemental

Figure 3. Inhibition of SPG polyploidy disrupts the blood–brain barrier. [A] Inhibition of DNA replication in SPG. Dup protein expression and EdU incorporation were greatly diminished in the third instar brain after cdt1(dup) ablation by moody>gal4(II)+; UAS>cdt1(dup)RNAI/+. Large arrowheads indicate the position of the GFP-positive SPG nuclei. The dotted lines outline each nucleus in the EdU labeling experiment. Bars, 5 μm. [B] Breached blood–brain barrier in replication-blocked SPG. The dotted lines show the edge of the brain lobe. When cdt1(dup) was ablated in the SPG by moody>gal4(II)+; UAS>cdt1(dup)RNAI/+, MZ97>gal4/+; UAS>cdt1(dup)RNAI/+ or moody>gal4(III)/+; UAS>cdt1(dup)RNAI, the injected dye penetrated the brain. In contrast, there is no dye signal in UAS>cdt1(dup) RNAI alone, moody>gal4(II)+; UAS>gfp+/+, MZ97>gal4/+ or moody>gal4(III)+ controls. M797 is another gene expressed in the SPG [Beckervordersandforth et al. 2008]. (C) Blocking replication in the SPG caused a defective septate junction phenotype. Disrupted NrxIV and Dlg staining patterns in moody>gal4(II)+; UAS>cdt1(dup)RNAI/+ compared with normal pattern in controls [UAS>cdt1(dup)RNAI and moody>gal4(II)+; UAS>gfp+/+]. Arrows indicate disrupted septate junctions. Bars, 10 μm.
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Fig. 3). Together, these experiments show that polyploidization is required for a functional blood–brain barrier.

Rescue of the blood–brain barrier by increasing SPG ploidy or decreasing neuronal mass

Why does blocking polyploidization in the SPG result in failure of the blood–brain barrier? Our findings that inhibition of polyploidization reduces septate junctions, together with our observation that an increase in SPG cell size is correlated with an increase in ploidy (Supplemental Fig. 2), led us to hypothesize that when DNA replication is blocked in SPG, they become prone to rupture (Supplemental Fig. 2), led us to hypothesize that when DNA replication is blocked in SPG, they become prone to rupture. To test this idea, we attempted to rescue the defective blood–brain barrier by two approaches: (1) artificially forcing an increase in SPG cell size in cdtdup-ablated background to accommodate the growing number of neurons, and (2) attenuating the increase in neuron numbers to reduce the force that is exerted on the SPG by the growing brain. To increase SPG size, we overexpressed the dmyc oncogene. Overexpression of dmyc in endoreplicating cells results in increased ploidy, likely due to an accelerated G1/S progression, and cell size is coordinately increased [Johnston et al. 1999, Pierce et al. 2004]. Myc recently has been shown to promote glial cell growth [Reddy and Irvine 2011]. We found that overexpression of dmyc specifically in the SPG caused an increased DAPI signal, consistent with increased ploidy [Supplemental Fig. 4]. When dmyc was overexpressed in cdtdup-ablated SPG, the blood–brain barrier was restored, as evidenced by a block to dye penetration into the brain [Fig. 4A]. The breaks in septate junctions seen in cdtdupRNAi animals were no longer present when dmyc was overexpressed [100% of brains had intact NrxIV and DLG staining patterns; n = 33] [Fig. 4A]. The ability of ectopic dmyc to cause growth and polyploidy when cdtdup is ablated most likely is due to a low residual level of cdtdup following RNAi depletion. Consistent with this hypothesis, when cdtdup was ablated more fully with the moodygal4[II] driver, the blood–brain barrier and septate junctions were not restored by dmyc overexpression. Additionally, dmyc overexpression with the moodygal4[II] driver did not increase SPG ploidy [data not shown]. This increased ploidy in the rescued SPG is due to an increase in replication, as shown by increased BrdU incorporation in dmyc overexpressed, cdtdupRNAi SPG compared with cdtdupRNAi alone [21% [n = 85] to 1.9% [n = 52], respectively] [Supplemental Fig. 5A]. Consistent with these results, the small cell size observed after cdtdupRNAi went into effect was rescued by dmyc overexpression [Fig. 4B, Supplemental Fig. 5B]. Thus, overexpression of dmyc in cdtdup-ablated SPG appears able to accelerate the G1/S progression of the SPG cells to increase ploidy and, in turn, cell size. These data together indicate that polyploidization is necessary to maintain the function of the blood–brain barrier and that this maintenance is achieved through increased cell size.

As a reciprocal test of the hypothesis that the SPG envelope needs to accommodate the increased volume from neuroblast divisions, we inhibited these divisions. Amino acid starvation has been shown to attenuate both endoreplication and the mitotic cycle in larvae, blocking neuronal division in the developing brain [Britton and Edgar 1998]. To ask whether decreasing the neuronal mass in the brain could rescue the blood–brain barrier defect in larvae with cdtdup-ablated SPG, we examined the blood–brain barrier in moodygal4[II]/++;cdtdupRNAi first instar larvae [30–40 h after egg laying [AEL]] fed for 48 h with food with amino acids [Kankel food] or food lacking amino acids (20% sucrose solution in 1× PBS). When compared with the cdtdup-ablated larvae fed with Kankel food, amino acid starvation rescued both the dye penetration defect and septate junction pattern defects [100% of brains with rescued NrxIV and DLG patterns; n = 58] [Supplemental Table 3; Supplemental Fig. 6, respectively]. We showed that amino acid starvation indeed inhibited DNA replication and proliferation of cells within the brain of the larvae with cdtdup ablated in the SPG [Supplemental Fig. 7]. It is unlikely that amino acid starvation could cause cdtdup-ablated
SPG to increase in size to rescue the blood–brain barrier, because amino acid starvation attenuates endoreplication, which is already inhibited in the SPG in this experiment (Britton and Edgar 1998). Therefore, these experiments implicate neuroblast divisions and increasing brain size as causes of the failure of the blood–brain barrier when polyploidization is blocked in the SPG.

**SPG increase ploidy in response to increasing brain lobe volume**

To test whether SPG polyploidize in response to growth of brain size, we used homozygous *aurA*<sup>8839</sup> mutants, which have increased brain volume at the wandering third instar larval stage (Wang et al. 2006). The increased size of the brain lobes in this mutant was associated with increased SPG ploidy (Fig. 5). Both the ploidy of mononucleate SPG and the number of nuclei in multinucleate SPG cells increased. The increased ploidy of SPG retained a functional blood–brain barrier despite the large neuronal mass. Only a small fraction of the *aurA* mutant brains had a defective DLG pattern or dye permeability (10%, *n* = 80) compared with control (0%, *n* = 64) [Supplemental Fig. 8A; Supplemental Table 3]. *aurA* mutations are specific for mitotic cells, as they affect centrosome separation (Glover et al. 1995), and *aurA*<sup>8839</sup> does not detectably alter the ploidy of the endocycling larval salivary gland [Supplemental Fig. 8B]. These results suggest that the SPG can increase ploidy in response to increased neuronal mass, coordinating growth with the growing brain size to maintain the blood–brain barrier.

How different tissues coordinate their growth to form the final, properly sized organ is not well understood. SPG envelop neurons via septate junctions to create the blood–brain barrier during *Drosophila* development (Stork et al. 2008; Hatan et al. 2011). This strategy creates a developmentally conundrum, because neurons continue to divide and increase in mass, while SPG need to both maintain a tight seal and increase cell size to accommodate neuronal growth. Here we demonstrate that by increasing cell size via increases in ploidy, SPG can keep the cell number constant and maintain the septate junctions unperturbed by cytokinesis. Our experiments suggest that there exists feedback between the polyploidizing SPG tissue and the mitotic neuronal tissue to coordinate SPG ploidy with brain lobe size. Consistent with this model, the SPG of the brain lobes, which must cover a larger surface area than those in the ventral cord, attain a higher level of ploidy and cell size. It remains to be determined why some SPG are multinucleated and others have a single polyploid nucleus and why this is restricted to SPG in the brain. This study presents a novel mechanism for how different tissues are scaled to size in a developing brain, as well as establishing a new paradigm for the use of polyploidization to coordinate growth of different tissues during organogenesis.

The strategy of using polyploidization to coordinate tissue growth appears to be conserved in vertebrates and to function in other organ systems. Examples are the polyploidizing trophoblasts that surround the mitotic blastula during embryo implantation [Zybina and Zybina 2005], as well as the polyploid keratinocytes situated atop the dividing basal cell layer in the skin [Zanet et al. 2010]. Both trophoblasts and keratinocytes form tight junctions. In trophoblasts, these are proposed to shield embryos from the potential harmful factors in the maternal environment [Wang et al. 2004], whereas in keratinocytes, the tight junctions provide a barrier for the skin epithelia [Brandner et al. 2006]. Polyploidy is thus a likely strategy by which these polyploid tissues achieve growth while maintaining tight junctions. The signaling pathways these tissues and the SPG use for growth coordination remain to be defined. The coordination of SPG and brain growth in *Drosophila* reveals a mechanism of organogenesis that may have evolved to act also in vertebrate tissues with polyploid cells to control proper development of the tissue layers.

**Materials and methods**

**Fly strains**

The following fly strains were used in this study: 51252 ([UAS>pcna RNAi] [VDRC], 23131 [UAS>cdt1(dup)RNAi] [VDRC], moody-gal4[III], moody-gal4[II], M297C [Beckervordersandforth et al. 2008; Stork et al. 2008], repo-gal4 [M. Freeman, pers. comm.], H1::vfp [III] [Pinnola et al. 2007], UAS>GFP<sup>nls</sup> [II and III], UAS>dmyc [Bloomington Stock Center], nrx::gfp [Banerjee et al. 2010], and *aurA*<sup>8839</sup> [Lee et al. 2006]. In using the M297C-gal4 driver line, SPG were examined solely in the VNC and brain lobes, as the driver (Beckervordersandforth et al. 2008) is not specific for SPG in the PNS.

**Cytological analysis and microscopy**

A detailed description for larval handling, antibody staining, EdU labeling, BrdU labeling, microscopy, DAPI quantification, cell size measurement, movie acquisition, and the dye penetration assay is in the Supplemental Material.

**FACS analysis**

Detailed descriptions of nuclear isolation from the larval brain and FACS are in the Supplemental Material.
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